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SIX Swiss Exchange welcomes a new company  
 
Today the shares of Rapid Nutrition PLC (RAP) were listed on SIX Swiss Exchange.  

 

The shares of Rapid Nutrition PLC (“Rapid Nutrition”) were listed today under the “International 

Reporting Standard” on SIX Swiss Exchange. The issued share capital of Rapid Nutrition comprises 

23,265,104 ordinary shares with a nominal value of GBP 1.00 per share. An offering of the company’s 

securities has not taken place. 

 

Rapid Nutrition is a natural healthcare company focused on the research, development and production 

of a range of life science products. The company was established based on its weight loss supplement 

range which is exported worldwide and offers consumers a growing range of health and well-being 

solutions to meet existing and emerging societal health concerns, as well as a providing a number of 

wider services to the life sciences industry. 

 

For further information, please contact Stephan Meier, Head Media Relations. 
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SIX Swiss Exchange  

SIX Swiss Exchange is one of the leading exchanges in Europe. It connects companies from around the world 

with international investors and trading participants. It creates particularly market-oriented framework conditions 

for listing and trading in its highly liquid segments. SIX Swiss Exchange multiplies the locational advantages of 

the Swiss financial marketplace with first-rate services and is an ideal listing location. It distributes its own range 

of indices, including Switzerland’s most important blue-chip index SMI®. With the world’s most advanced trading 

technology X-stream INET it offers excellent trading conditions. 

www.six-swiss-exchange.com 

 

 

SIX operates the infrastructure underpinning the Swiss financial sector and offers a comprehensive range of 

services around the world in the fields of securities trading and settlement, financial information and payment 

transactions. The company is owned by its users (approximately 130 banks of various orientation and size). Its 

workforce of over 4,000 employees and presence in 25 countries throughout the world generated operating 

income of CHF 1.8 billion and a Group net profit of CHF 221,1 million in 2016. 
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